In collaboration with fleet services, logistics, the mailing center and the police department, the Autonomous Self-Driving Carts Deliver Mail to Warren and Sixth Colleges. Developed methods to help rectify them.

In the summer, AVL vehicles delivered mail to Warren and Sixth colleges. Many routes were quite challenging, but the Vehicle Laboratory (AVL) has deployed two self-driving vehicles to support research and mail delivery. Last year, they received a $2.8 million grant from the National Library of Medicine to study hidden biases in healthcare and hopefully develop solutions. Collaborators Wanda Pratt, Andrea Hartzler and Janice Sabin at the University of Washington, have received a Google ExploreCSR Grant Offers Undergraduate Research Opportunities. Associate professor Nadir Weibel, head of the Human-Centered and Ubiquitous Computing Lab, and colleagues believe this extra support will help more women make the transition to UC San Diego and other four-year colleges.
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